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Figure S1  The 100 precipitation images used to develop the texton dictionary. 239 texton entries were derived by clustering the filter responses of these images.
Figure S2  The 52 crystal-containing images used to develop the texton dictionary. 61 textons were derived from the filter responses of these images.
Figure S3 Position of all human-scored crystal images in the test set of 196 plates. Each column represents a plate and each row represents a well to be viewed. The blue curve marks the highest rank of human-scored crystal image for each plate, and is similar to Figure 11(a).
**Figure S4** Individual annotations by the ten crystallographers, as represented by the coloured sub-columns. The top figure shows the annotations of the group of 5 crystallographers when viewing the plates in an unranked order, while the bottom figure shows the annotations of the crystallographers when they viewed the plates in the ranked order. The majority vote is used for Figure 15 and if there was a tie, the following priority was used: crystal, microcrystal, non-crystal.